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***** INTRODUCTION *****
The Solar Return is a chart calculated for the time that the Sun arrives at the exact position of the Sun in your
natal chart. That happens once every year around your birthday, but at a different time each year. This chart is
calculated for the time of the Sun's return this year and marks the principal events for the year from birthday to
birthday. This report also gives the location of your Solar Return. From this, it can be determined that some
places are more favorable than others. With the aid of more than one report you could analyze the changes that
are produced in the Solar Return Reports, choosing from different locations where you would want to spend the
day.
This report essentially is divided into two parts. The first part analyzes the general external conditions of the
year: opportunities and problems that could occur in different areas. For the benefit of students of astrology, the
influence of the Ascendant and Midheaven of the return are described as well as that of the Sun and Moon.
The second part analyzes the twelve astrological houses, marking specifically in what area of your life the
various astral influences will be manifested, emphasizing your probable responses and inner changes. This
section analyzes the position of the solar houses on the natal houses, the planetary conjunctions, and the location
of the planets in the houses. You will be given a description of the most important matters derived from the
placement of the planets in the houses, which are outlined in the text for each of them.
In some cases you will find contradictions. A planet may be beneficial in a certain area, while others may
indicate the opposite situation. This means that you could have two types of possible situations during the year.
For example: a lover's quarrel and a following reconciliation. To get the most out of this report, it will be
necessary to use your own logic and intuition, fitting the descriptions outlined here to your own particular case.
The objective of this report is to offer you a practical guide that helps you to analyze this year's prospects and
to learn from them using your free will.
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*** Astrological Data of Birth ***
The birth chart is a map of the positions of the planets at the time and place of birth. For the benefit of
students of astrology, these positions and other technical information is listed below:
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus

20
18
27
21
15
14
21
8

Cap
Tau
Cap
Cap
Lib
Can
Sco
Ari

16
49
50
46
43
49
11
50

Neptune
Pluto
Asc.
MC
2nd cusp
3rd cusp
5th cusp
6th cusp

3
11
5
21
16
22
15
8

Pis
Cap
Aqu
Sco
Pis
Ari
Gem
Can

30
36
22
42
00
43
47
52

Neptune
Pluto
Asc.
MC
2nd cusp
3rd cusp
5th cusp
6th cusp

12
19
25
13
5
12
8
0

Pis
Cap
Cap
Sco
Pis
Ari
Gem
Can

08
06
47
09
04
42
00
51

Tropical Placidus Standard Time observed
January 10, 2014 8:27:56 AM
GMT: 14:27:56 Time Zone: 6 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 30 N 16 01 97 W 44 34

Astrological Data of Solar Return:
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus

20
9
29
20
20
18
2
24

Cap
Sco
Sag
Cap
Sco
Sco
Cap
Ari

16
12
09
35
08
28
30
36

January 10, 2018 GMT: 13:53:36
Austin, Texas 30 N 16 01 97 W 44 34

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction
Opposition
Square
Trine
Sextile
Semisextile
Semisquare
Sesquiquadrate
Quincunx

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

7 Deg. 00 Min
6 Deg. 00 Min
6 Deg. 00 Min
6 Deg. 00 Min
5 Deg. 00 Min
2 Deg. 00 Min
2 Deg. 00 Min
2 Deg. 00 Min
3 Deg. 00 Min
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***** FIRST PART *****
Chapter 1:
General characteristics of the year. The external conditions.
Solar Return Ascendant Capricorn :
During this year you will be more focused on your ambitions and goals. You will give more consideration to
your financial situation. You will also be inclined to look seriously at the work you do. If you are not
completely satisfied with it, you will start looking around for something you like better - one that gives you more
responsibility and rewards for your efforts. This could be the year you get a promotion as your superior will see
you as a more conscientious and productive employee. Thanks to your conscientious and continuous effort you
can achieve everything that you set out to do, but don't expect it all to come easy. Saturn ruling this year forces
you more than ever to face reality and your own limitations. If by nature you are not very practical or ambitious,
you will have to try harder to make that impression on those in authority and to convince them that you do
indeed deserve the respect you are seeking. On the other hand, if you are already hard-working and fairly
ambitious, this could be your year to jump up the ladder. In either case, you will have the opportunity to change
your life in some significant way.
Maturing is the key for this year. You will feel your needs changing, and in spite of an inner resistance, a part
of you wants to take on new responsibilities and forge ahead. You probably won't see the entire picture all at
once, but it is probable that whatever you undertake now will bring you satisfaction for a long time to come.
Now is the time to make the effort and to even sacrifice in order to realize your most important goals. You will
probably not get a lot of help from others unless you are willing to do the work.
Others will notice the dedication you are making. They will recognize that you are serious and respond to
you in like fashion.
This influence could bring some problems with your bones and joints. It would be a good time to have your
teeth checked and also to pay more attention to the care of your skin, fingernails and hair. Be sure to eat foods
that are rich in minerals. There is also a possibility that your new-found ambition could cause you to over-work
and become run down, which could result in depression or frustration.
During this period you could be so busy and absorbed with your ambitions that you tend to overlook your
emotions. You may become more aloof and not have as much time for socializing. As a consequence, your
friends and acquaintances may back away from you, not understanding your new attitude. It is important to allow
adequate time for others and not get completely caught up in yourself and your projects. When this year is over,
you would not want to find yourself alone. You might attract Cancer-type persons who could be most beneficial
to you now as they may offer you understanding, protection, and support in your endeavors. This year does not
leave much time for romance, love and adventure. You will be looking for people who can be your friend and
understand the efforts you are making to improve your position in life and earn more money.
Solar Return MC Scorpio:
This year will bring a transformation of your objectives and goals. You will probably have several
professional interests and you will be making plans for your future. This desire for change could be both
conscious as well as subconscious. In general, this influence doesn't bring easy changes. On the contrary, there
will be certain obstacles that will test your own strength of will and courage. But at the same time, you could
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receive favors and support from friends and associates, or the public in general.
If your usual work is related to medicine, chemistry, investigation, sciences in general, or to metaphysics, you
will have a favorable year expanding your knowledge and your ability. In any event, you will encounter some
different, strange and mysterious supernatural events. It is probable that your interest in these subjects will
increase, and you could come in contact with people who share the same interests.
During this year, you could be intensely concerned about your inner or spiritual growth. It could be a critical
time when you will explore things you had never been interested in before. Subjects like dying, near-death
experiences, life after life, past lives and other similar subjects will attract your attention.
Your home will be more sound and stable now, and it will become your place of refuge and rest. If you live
with other people, the only problem that you would have is that you won't find all the understanding that you
need during this period. The people around you could be more conservative and traditional in their beliefs and
interests. Don't expect them to always understand the changes that are taking place within you, because it is your
internal and personal process.
In general, this time could be somewhat more active than normally. Try not to act too impulsively as you
pursue your new interests and take care not force your ideas on others who might not be interested. This way you
will have a calmer and more positive year.
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Chapter 2: Astrological influence of your personality.
Sun in 12th house:
During this solar influence you will be more quiet and withdrawn. You will look for intimate encounters and
retreat from hectic social schedules. If your attitude and your inner thoughts are harmonious, you can use periods
of solitude to recharge your energies and to clear any doubts you have about yourself. But if you concentrate
only on negativity and you retreat only because you feel depressed or broken-hearted, you will find that your
problems grow larger and seem impossible to resolve.
This influence forces you to confront the debts of your past, or your karmic debts, showing you the errors you
have made that still need to be resolved. The positive and creative way to do this is to maintain a positive mental
attitude in spite of all your adversaries, give yourself credit for the things that you have accomplished, accept
responsibility for your own actions, and get involved in some activity that serves others.
This influence could bring some loss or complications in business matters. Also, some friendships you
counted on could come to an end, and the help that others get may not come your way. You are definitely being
guided to become mature and to confront any issues or truths that you have denied, or wanted to avoid,
heretofore.
There also is a possibility of getting involved in some type of secret or clandestine business or an activity that
involves a degree of risk and even proves to be an unlawful act. Maintain your integrity and your common sense.
What comes easy today could be your downfall tomorrow.
It is also important to take care of your health. Don't hesitate to see a specialist if you have a serious problem.
You may be hospitalized or restricted in some way in your daily activity. If you enjoy good health, make sure
that you get proper rest and nourishment to avoid physical complications.
You will be more sensitive than usual, which could cause you to magnify your problems, making them worse
than they really are, especially if you don't have a strong, spiritual foundation that helps you see your difficulties
merely as tests that strengthen you in your personal evolution. Meditation and going within will help you renew
your faith and intuition.
Sun conjunction Venus:
You will be very sensitive and sociable during this period. Your circle of friends will increase, and you will
be much more concerned with enjoying pleasant activities in your daily life. You also will be more concerned
with making personal improvements, especially in your looks. You may find yourself getting more interested
than normal in acquiring luxuries and bringing comfort into your life, so be careful about overspending. It also
increases your personal magnetism, causing others to take special interest in you. You will have opportunities
for romantic relationships. One person (or several!) may court you intensely. You will receive innumerable
invitations, and the choice of accepting will be yours. This will not be a year of solitude. If you already have
someone in your life, your relationship will be harmonious and you will share many pleasant moments. This will
be a pleasant year and you will have a good time in spite of any problems that you may have. You will be more
agreeable, happy, and creative. If you have artistic inclinations, you will produce a lot during this year. Your
need to express yourself will be very strong. This influence will manifest with intensity in the area influenced by
the Sun during this year (outlined in the previous paragraph).
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Sun conjunction Pluto:
This astrological aspect will bring profound changes in your life. Hidden, repressed feelings and desires will
come to the surface, causing a change in your personality. It is important that you accept these emotions and
don't attempt to repress them again, because, if you do, you will only feel more anxious and tense. You will be
more aggressive and impatient than at other times, and you will be working more from the subconscious level.
This will be a year of transformation and profound changes for you and could bring you a wide range of new
experiences.
Under this influence, you will also be inclined to worry about repairing and fixing the things that don't work
in your life, both at home and at work. You also may be concerned with replacing or repairing those things that
don't give good service anymore or things that have already served their useful purpose, for example, your car,
home furnishings, or clothing.
You may experience tensions with people who attempt to control you or exercise authority in your life. You
will be confronted with people of very strong character who think they know what is best for you but are not
taking into consideration your needs or interests. Be careful not to react too aggressively in return.
The negative side of this influence is that it could bring unsavory elements or risky, violent situations into
your life. It would be wise to avoid parts of your city where robberies and violence are common.
Sun conjunction Asc:
You will have a lot of energy during this period and you should be quite healthy. If you do have a health
problem, you will recover quite quickly. It is important to get a lot of fresh air and sunshine.
You will be confident, grounded, and able to impress others with your authority at this time. People will
respond to you favorably and you will be able to achieve your goals easily. You will express yourself with much
frankness, and will expect the same from others. You will be very active and won't wait for others to act first.
Your goal will be to express your true self. Unless there are very adverse aspects elsewhere in the chart this year,
you will have a successful and satisfying year. However, if there are adverse influences, you will be determined
to overcome them, because at this time you will feel very sure of yourself. You will stand up for your natural
right to be a leader.
This influence is very positive, and it doesn't matter what your activity or your current situation is. You will
progress and fulfill your goals to the end of this cycle. This success will mainly be due to the fact that you will
allow no one to control your life or stand in your way.
Sun square Uranus:
You will feel dissatisfied with your daily routine and will attempt to change it in some way. Your behavior
probably will be more abrupt and less patient than at other times. Your reactions will be unexpected and more
violent. Watch your nervous system, since there is a strong tendency to suffer stress during this time. You will
want to cut off many of your social or work connections if you feel that they limit your freedom in some way, or
they are not in accordance with your new needs. Your relationships could also be affected and could suffer as a
consequence of your need to make changes.
It is important during this time that you are permitted to pursue new experiences, sever relations with those
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who are prejudiced, or break traditions that were limiting your freedom. Your rebellious nature will show itself,
and it is better to leave you a clear path. Most of the events and problems will appear suddenly, and it is
advisable that you respond in a constructive way. Take care to moderate your reactions to events so that you
won't lose control over your actions.
It is also important that you remain flexible to change and not waste your energies during this year. There is a
strong tendency to be too nervous and impatient, thereby attracting to you violence and accidents. Be careful
with speed and with electricity.
Sun sextile Mars:
You will be full of enthusiasm and vitality. Your high energy level will make it possible for you to set and
attain many of your goals during this year. You will trust and believe in yourself, feel good about yourself and
deal constructively with any situation you encounter. Your positive attitude will enable you to use your physical
energy appropriately. You shouldn't have to deal with many physical problems this year. Anything that does
trouble you will be dealt with easily and quickly.
This astrological influence emphasizes your leadership ability. It is likely that you will take on a new
position at work, one that lets you work more independently. You will easily be able to communicate and convey
your ideas to others. Your enthusiasm for your work will be contagious.
In addition, you will show a protective attitude toward your loved ones. You will be very open and sincere
with your friends and will be willing to lend a helping hand to those who need it. You will also feel quite
adventurous, wanting to travel and explore new and fascinating places.
In conclusion, this will be a very active year and one of big accomplishments.
Sun sextile Jupiter:
This will be a very favorable and happy year. You will be experiencing some very positive energy that will
enable you to resolve your problems very easily. As a matter of fact, because of your enthusiasm and optimistic
outlook, this could be a very lucky year. You will be very willing to work hard and eager to take action with a
smile on your face. The area of your life where you will experience a period of general expansion and growth is
to be found in the house that is occupied by the Sun this year (described in the previous paragraph) and in the
house occupied by Jupiter (described later on). Your social life will increase and bring you in contact with more
influential and powerful people.
If you are involved in some type of litigation or legal process, it will be settled in your favor. Your sense of
justice will increase along with the desire to acquire more knowledge. You will seek out new experiences and
will have a strong desire to travel this year.
This will be a year to harvest all that was cultivated in previous years.
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Chapter 3: The emotional world.
Solar Return Moon in Scorpio :
Your emotions will be very intense and profound during this year. You will live each moment with great
emotion and your reaction to events will be strong. If by nature you are a calm person, you will feel more
anxious and uneasy during this time. If you are inclined to be restless, it will be necessary to look for creative
outlets for the extra energy that you will feel.
You will express your affection more strongly than usual. This influence also could increase your impatience
with what you see as the stupidity of others. You will also find yourself being more possessive with those close
to you. If you are in a committed relationship, you will try to dominate him/her and will want to be with him/her
all the time! Try to control yourself and keep your jealousy in check. Your partner could feel like he/she were
being suffocated by your demands to be with this person all the time. It is important for you to know how to
control your impulses so that you don't create arguments with your partner.
The relationship with your mother, or with other women who have certain power in your life, could be very
difficult during this year. There could be frequent disagreements and a tendency to want to impose your ideas on
each other. You won't let anybody intimidate you and will respond aggressively to everyone who limits your
freedom. If you were attacked or invaded, your reactions could be rather violent.
You could be inclined to take more risks in your work and to respond with great energy and intensity. Your
investigating spirit will surface and you could become interested in delving into the secrets of others or into life
in general. Your intuitive gifts will be more pronounced and you could have psychic or paranormal experiences.
This influence could increase fertility in women, although it also could indicate female disorders. In either
case it would be advisable to pay special attention to the reproductive area and use moderation in sexual
activity.
Solar Return Moon in 9th house:
This year favors the possibility of a long journey to a foreign country, probably with your family or with
someone you know intimately. You will feel the desire to visit places of a different culture and to increase your
knowledge of the world in general. The decision to travel will be more emotional than logical.
On the other hand, your consciousness and your emotional depth will be expanded. You will need and search
for new experiences in scientific as well as philosophical or metaphysical fields. Your general attitude will be
more open and liberal. You could also become more interested in pursuing a search for religious or spiritual
truths. The practice of meditation or prayer will be very favorable during this time, and you could experience
moments of inspiration and illumination.
Moon conjunction MC:
Your profession will bring you more in contact with the public during this year. You will become more
understanding and sympathetic toward others, and this will make you more popular. If your work involves
contact with groups of people, you will take over the leadership.
You probably will want to make some changes in your work routine. These changes will be based more on
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your emotions than on logical needs. It is advisable to consider it very well before making fundamental
changes.
Moon trine Neptune:
You will find your imagination becoming stronger during this time. If your profession involves artistic or
creative activity, you will have a year of success and profit. Your sensitivity and your degree of perception will
also increase. You will become more intuitive and may have premonitions about the future which will turn out to
be right. You should follow the dictates of your inner voice.
You will show an agreeable and caring attitude toward others. It will be relatively easy for you to put yourself
in the place of another person and understand their problems, which will result in your becoming more
cooperative and sensitive to others. The sensitivity will also extend to your home environment, where you will
find that your spiritual ties will strengthen, especially with your mother or other women who are close to you.
You will feel the desire to help others, especially those who are more unfortunate than you, and you will be more
selfless during this year.
On the other hand, you could be more receptive and more easily influenced than at other times in your life,
and it will be important that you surround yourself with positive people. Your emotions will be more intense,
and you will be more spiritually oriented. You will search for a closer contact with your divine inner self. You
will find that you can benefit greatly through the practice of prayer or meditation.
Your imagination and your pleasures will be more refined. You will feel more romantic and loving, which will
lead to relationships which will be based on your ideals and dreams. You will seek out more evolved, spiritual
people to relate to during this time and will find more inner peace. You will also be drawn to spend some time
near water.
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***** SECOND PART *****
ANALYSIS OF THE 12 ASTROLOGICAL HOUSES. INNER RESPONSES.
HOUSE 1: Personality. Principal interest of the year.
Solar Return Asc in or within 3 degrees of natal 12th house:
You could be mainly interested in the study of metaphysics and in developing your intuition.
During this year, you could experience strong limitations on your freedom, brought about by your past
mistakes. The same could apply to problems with health that require rest or confinement and to other problems
you encounter with secret enemies who are opposed to your progress. During this period you will have to deal
with karmic debts that influence the progress of your spiritual evolution. These tests will be difficult to
overcome, and it will be necessary on your part to remain positive and not allow yourself to feel defeated.
Solar Return Asc Conjunct natal Sun:
Your physical body will show great resistance to any illness and your vitality will increase. You will feel very
energetic and will be ready for action. Your vanity probably will increase as well and you could have the desire
to be the center of attraction in any situation. You won't be willing to remain in second place during this year.
Besides that, your authority and trust in yourself will increase, which will help you to overcome fears or personal
insecurities. The relationship with your father or with other authoritative figures will be very important and
influential.
Solar Return Asc Conjunct natal Mercury:
Your intellectual capacity and your principal ideals will be tested during this period. It is important to use
your intelligence and your rational mind in making your decisions. Your oral and written communication skills
will be very good. Your mind will be very active and you will be inclined to begin a new study program or to
search for information on different subjects.
Solar Return Asc Conjunct natal Venus:
Your artistic and creative abilities will surface. You probably will begin some type of activity related to art,
music, decorating or any other artistic endeavor. You will also feel like enjoying life and expressing the love that
you feel for your loved ones. You will be more spontaneous in showing your feelings and emotions and will
dedicate more time to your social life.
You will have a strong self image and spend more time taking care of your physical body and your personal
appearance.
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HOUSE 2: Financial situation.
Solar Return 2nd house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 1st house:
Your financial earnings will depend exclusively on your personal effort. This influence will bring
opportunities for improving your monetary situation but you will have to take advantage of them by responding
to whatever comes your way. In the long run, you could show such concern for material gain that you neglect
other important areas of your life.
Solar Return 2nd cusp Conjunct natal Neptune:
Financial problems could cause you to have inner insecurities and fears. You should try to avoid negative
thoughts or beliefs and look at your situation as logically as possible. You could try to escape from your money
problems by indulging more in some bad habit, such as smoking or drinking, instead of coming up with practical
solutions.
Neptune in 2nd house of Solar Return:
You will be likely to suffer financially due to the dishonesty and deception of others. You should be very
careful in making purchases or investing your money in any kind of business during this year. You will have a
tendency to idealize and trust people too much which could lead to trouble later on. You should also not let
yourself be tempted by the exaggerated promises of big profits made by another. Be realistic and be sure you
have all the facts before taking action. It would also be a good idea to increase the security measures in your
place of business to protect yourself from break-ins or robberies.
You will have good intuitive ideas about how to earn money but you could possibly lack the necessary
practical common sense needed to insure success in these ventures. However, don't discard your hunches
altogether. Analyze them carefully and wait for the most opportune moment. Business related to chemistry,
liquids, and the supernatural will be very favorable.

HOUSE 3: The conscious mind. Study, communication, and short trips.
Solar Return 3rd house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 2nd house:
You will have good ideas about how to earn money. They might be related in some way to communication or
might require you to take a number of short trips. You might also conduct some business with your siblings or
other family members.
Solar Return 3rd cusp Conjunct natal Uranus:
Your thinking will be more questioning and open during this year. It will be easier for you to communicate
and you will have the courage to say things that you wouldn't dare to say before. You will tend to be more
nervous and stressed. Your mind will be racing and continually working. It would be advisable for you to search
for creative outlets for your new ideas.
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Uranus in 3rd house of Solar Return:
Your mind will be very active during this time. You will be more creative and could come up with some kind
of inventions or original discoveries. You will become interested in investigating new areas such as astrology,
metaphysics, archaeology, or one of the physical sciences. You will more intuitive than usual. You might even
have some interesting psychic experiences.
Your relationship with siblings or neighbors could also change and you may need to deal with sudden and
unusual problems. During this time you can't expect too much approval or understanding from people in your
surroundings. There might even be sudden and unanticipated separations from friends or neighbors.
You might decide to take some unplanned, sudden trips without any warning. Be careful while driving as this
influence can cause the tendency to have accidents.

HOUSE 4: The home.
Solar Return 4th house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 3rd house:
There is a possibility of taking several short trips that will keep you away from your home a lot. You could
also have the desire to move to another city. If you are engaged in a writing project, you will complete it this
year. And, also, if you are a student, you will finish your studies with success. However, problems involving
your family could interfere with your mental concentration.
Solar Return 4th cusp Conjunct natal Moon:
Problems in your home will affect you emotionally. You will be very tuned into the activity in your home
environment. You will get along especially well with your mother or other women who you are close to. You
might also think about making some changes in your home.

HOUSE 5: Romance & amusement. Relationship with children.
Solar Return 5th house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 4th house:
You will become concerned about beautifying your home and achieving a more harmonious climate in your
family relationships. You will be able to express your affections better and reconcile existing differences. You
will have a happy home environment this year and will enjoy having fun with your loved ones, especially if you
have children.
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HOUSE 6: Health and illness. Employment. Service.
Solar Return 6th house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 5th house:
There is a tendency to neglect your health due to excessive pleasure seeking. Take care to not overdo eating
or drinking. If you have children, this influence could also bring problems with their health.
You will find much satisfaction and pleasure in the work you do this year. You also could have a love affair
or romance with someone in your work place.

HOUSE 7: Associations. Marriage and partnerships.
Solar Return 7th house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 6th house:
This year could bring concern over the illness of a spouse, business associate, or close friend. It would also be
a good idea to take special precautions regarding your own health. Watch what you eat and get plenty of
exercise.
You could have an increase of work and responsibility at your work place. For example, you may have to take
on the responsibilities of a co-worker who becomes sick or otherwise handicapped.

HOUSE 8: Life and death issues, inheritances, and mysteries.
Solar Return 8th house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 7th house:
This astrological influence could indicate the end of a romantic relationship or an association. Ongoing
problems stemming from the past will become irreconcilable during this period. This will result in a crisis of
some sort which can transform your attitude toward your close relationships.
If you are married, your spouse could receive an inheritance or legacy.

HOUSE 9: Religion and spirituality. Long-distance travel.
Solar Return 9th house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 8th house:
You will develop a more philosophical and spiritual attitude about life and death issues. It won't be a good
year for taking long trips unless you plan it very well. There is the possibility of frustrations, problems, or
dangers abroad. You could also have very disturbing financial difficulties.
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Solar Return 9th cusp Conjunct natal Mars:
You may be inclined to be dissatisfied with your own spiritual or philosophical ideas. You could become very
involved in and concentrated on some devotional activity. On the other hand, you could react very impatiently
toward new abstract ideas that you are presented with. During this year, you will refuse to consider any new idea
that can't be proven in a logical, rational way. However, if you have a firm faith in some religion or spiritual
belief, you could very well become more fanatic in defending your ideas. There is a possibility of having
problems or accidents while traveling abroad.

HOUSE 10: Your profession, success, and status.
Solar Return MC in or within 3 degrees of natal 9th house:
Your professional demands could require you to undertake some type of higher study. Or you may have the
need for some long-distance travel in relation to the achievement of your professional goals and advancement.
You probably will develop a wider and more aware picture of your own situation, and will search for
philosophical meaning in your daily activity. During this year, you may have to complete an important mission
of some kind which has spiritual or educational qualities. You could receive a position of honor granted by the
courts, the church, or some intellectual institution.
Mars in 10th house of Solar Return:
You will become much more ambitious and combatant than at other times in your life. It will be necessary to
know how to direct your energies in order to reach your goals, because there is a tendency to be too impatient, to
act too aggressively and to abandon your goals before you complete them. If you are working independently, you
will have a very beneficial year because you will conquer any obstacles in your path. But if you are working with
others, conflicts and arguments can arise because of your dominant temperament. You will require more freedom
and independence at this time and could suffer from the limitations placed upon you in the work place. This will
be a year of conflict with authority figures. If you don't work for and reach a peaceful agreement with your
superiors you are likely to lose your employment.
This influence inclines you to take chances and risks. Your trust in yourself will increase and your ability to
do work will seem inexhaustible. During this year you will want to get into a leadership position and will feel
prepared for it. You will undertake new enterprises and follow your own initiatives, but you should take care to
act with moderation and perseverance.
Solar Return Mars Conjunct natal Saturn:
You will be very controlled and on solid ground when confronted by aggressive or impatient people. You
won't let yourself become tense and upset by their behavior. On the other hand, some people could become angry
with you because of your seeming indifference or rigidity in some areas.
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Jupiter in 10th house of Solar Return:
You will concentrate your attention on your business and your profession. You will expand your horizons in
this regard and will have great success and satisfaction during this year. You may find that you will receive help
from superiors and other influential people, or you may rely only on yourself to resolve each one of your
problems. It will be a happy year of growth with success and honor in your profession. You will be recognized
for your efforts and may be awarded some type of prize. You will be more confident and will know that you can
rely on the help of your superiors.
On the negative side, you could become somewhat careless or over-confident and outspoken, or you might
take on more big projects that you can handle. Be realistic and moderate in your decision making. You also
should avoid falling into false pride and arrogance.
The expansion of your work will probably bring new tasks or extra travel, or it could include some sort of
educational activities.
Solar Return Jupiter Conjunct natal Saturn:
It will be difficult for you to relax and enjoy yourself with others this year. Your serious attitude toward
responsibility and duty could throw a wet blanket on the activity of others. Therefore, you will probably prefer
to remain in isolation for periods of time. You will have the support of positive-thinking friends who will
encourage you in your moments of depression or sadness, although you will undoubtedly have difficulty
responding to their attempt to cheer you up. It would be a good idea to try to be more flexible and enjoy the
friendship and happy moments that are presented to you.

HOUSE 11: Friendships and social life.
Solar Return llth house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 10th house:
You will have associations with very influential or powerful people who will offer you support in the
achievement of your goals. Your friends will encourage you to go after a better position or to make
improvements in the profession you are now in. You will feel good about this assistance and encouragement and
will be inspired to go for the gold!
Mercury in 11th house of Solar Return:
Communicating with friends and acquaintances will improve this year, which will allow you to better
understand certain subjects or studies. You may become involved with some groups where you will debate and
exchange your knowledge and ideas. This will be very stimulating for you. You will be inclined to think
seriously about your goals and life objectives, questioning and evaluating the achievements you have
accomplished up to this time.
Your social circle will increase, bringing a chance for you to enter into some kind of business with people
you meet during this time. You also could meet or be surrounded by people who are younger than you, who will
offer you a more spontaneous and freer view of life.
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HOUSE 12: Limitations, enmities and hidden things.
Solar Return 12th house cusp in or within 3 degrees of natal 11th house:
You will probably encounter deception and betrayal on the part of certain of your friends during this year.
You should act very wisely and trust very few people with your secrets. There is the possibility of a current
friend becoming your enemy in the future. You could experience frustrations and the inability to realize your
hopes and dreams during this period.
Venus in 12th house of Solar Return:
You will show an unusual amount of compassion and generosity during this year. You will become less
selfish and more willing to give up your own privileges in order to help others. Your main interest will be
helping the less fortunate and those who are in need, and you probably will be guided to work with those
organizations that serve that purpose.
Your love life could become very difficult during this year. You could get involved in a secret love
relationship that could complicate an already existing relationship. You will be inclined to give more to others
than you need to. You must use your compassion wisely and take care not to play the role of martyr or victim.
You should use your own judgment and evaluate the condition of your present love life in order to arrive at an
satisfactory solution. Be careful not to allow yourself to be unduly affected by feelings of inferiority or by
memories of the past that tend to weaken your self respect. If you do, you will have a very difficult year of
problems resulting from self blame and dissatisfaction in general. Love could lead you down the wrong path if
you don't look at things with a logical, steady mind. It's also important not to waste time getting involved in
situations that aren't in your best interest.
Solar Return Venus Conjunct natal Sun:
You will have a strong magnetism and charm during this year and there is the possibility of a romantic
meeting with someone. The positive response and demonstrations of affection that you will receive will make
you feel very good about yourself. You will be an active participant in any meetings you attend and if you have a
position of leadership, you will be accepted and respected by everyone.
Solar Return Venus Conjunct natal Venus:
You will attract a lot of love to you during this year. There is a possibility of an old love returning into your
life that makes you very happy. You will also be very satisfied with your social life and will have very warm and
harmonious relationships.
Saturn in 12th house of Solar Return:
You could want to be alone more often than at other times and will seek to isolate yourself at times. You may
have feelings of guilt or inferiority which may or may not be based on reality. It's important that you not let these
feelings get the best of you because it will just harm you more. Try not to judge or criticize yourself too much.
Simply observe and be aware of your feelings and try to understand where they are coming from.
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You will have to make much effort to achieve your goals and you will feel that you can't rely on your usual
energy level. You might also meet with strong opposition from enemies working behind your back.
Don't neglect your health during this time. It is important to watch your diet and your daily habits because
this influence could bring on some sort of chronic illness which will be difficult to cure. Giving into depression
or negative thinking now will only complicate your situation.
Pluto in 12th house of Solar Return:
Your intuition and your ability to unravel secrets or mysteries of life will increase. You will become very
attracted to the supernatural but it won't be a good year to get too involved with it as under this influence you
will tend to obsess or be overcome by the information you are getting.
You may have to confront powerful enemies who will cause difficulties or prevent you from the attaining of
your goals. You could also be reacting from unconscious fears or insecurities that you will not be in touch with.
It will be difficult to exercise self-control during this year, but it would be advisable to attempt it. You should
review the conditions from your past that are having a negative influence on you now and free yourself from
them. This will require a concentrated effort on your part.
On the other hand, you could become more aggressive and determined than at other times. It would be
advisable not to repress this energy and to search for creative and positive ways to channel it. You also should
use care in using drugs or toxic substances that could contaminate your body.
Solar Return Pluto Conjunct natal Sun:
You can be a strong agent for change in those close to you. You will project yourself very powerfully and
other people will listen to your ideas and be affected by them. On the other hand, you could also receive strong
criticism or opposition to your personal position. However, contrary to what others may expect, this criticism
will only help you to strengthen and increase the trust and belief you have in yourself. There also is the
possibility that you will have confrontations with authority figures or manipulative types who will pretend to
expose you. However, you will feel very proud of the changes that you make this year and of the new attitudes
that you will incorporate into your personality.
Solar Return Pluto Conjunct natal Venus:
You could be attracted to and fall in love with a very domineering, possessive, and manipulative person. If
you are already in a committed partnership, that person might begin to look for ways to take control of your
relationship and become the boss. Your personal life could become very tumultuous and unnerving as you may
have to deal with scandal or jealousy which will cause your life to change radically.
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